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Abstract: Learning unlabeled data is a significant challenge that needs to han-
dle complicated relationships between nominal values and attributes. Increas-
ingly, recent research on learning value relations within and between attributes
has shown significant improvement in clustering and outlier detection, etc.
However, typical existing work relies on learning pairwise value relations but
weakens or overlooks the direct couplings between multiple attributes. This
paper thus proposes two novel and flexible multi-attribute couplings-based
distance (MCD) metrics, which learn the multi-attribute couplings and their
strengths in nominal data based on information theories: self-information,
entropy, and mutual information, for measuring both numerical and nominal
distances. MCD enables the application of numerical and nominal clustering
methods on nominal data and quantifies the influence of involving and
filtering multi-attribute couplings on distance learning and clustering perfor-
mance. Substantial experiments evidence the above conclusions on 15 data sets
against seven state-of-the-art distance measures with various feature selection
methods for both numerical and nominal clustering.

Keywords: Nominal data; distance metrics; attribute couplings; dissimilarity
measures

1 Introduction

Unlabeled nominal data is widely seen in real-world data and applications. Table 1 illustrates an
unlabeled nominal data set with six objects (six students), a fragment of the Student Performance
data in the UCI Machine Learning Repository. The attributes Mjob, Fjob, and Reason are nominal,
respectively, describing “mother’s job”, “father’s job” and “reason to choose this school”, and all
the attribute values of this data set are nominal. Typical data characteristics in nominal attributes
include: (1) the values of a nominal attribute do not necessarily have a numeric order. Hence they are
not numerically comparable [1]; (2) attributes are more or less coupled with each other w.r.t. various
aspects or reasons, e.g., similar frequencies of two values, the co-occurrences of values of two-to-many
attributes on the same objects. These form various couplings related to attributes [2] and a significant
challenge of learning from non-IID data [3], which has attracted recent interest in machine learning
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and data mining of nominal data. For example, in Table 1, the attribute Reason has four values:
‘course’ (course preference), ‘reputation’ (school reputation), ‘home’ (close to home), and ‘other’ (other
reasons). To deeply understand why a student chooses a school, this paper has to explore (1) the
reason which explicitly explains the driving factor and (2) the implicit couplings between attributes,
e.g., why a student chooses a school may also be affected by the student’s gender and mother/father’s
job situations, especially when the reasons may not be informative or determinate enough. Further,
if this paper wants to measure the decision-making dissimilarity (or similarity) between students in
choosing schools, it is clear that this paper has to not only measure the value dissimilarity within each
attribute but also quantify the different effects of the attribute.

Table 1: Fragment of student performance data set

No. Gender Mjob Fjob Reason

1 Male Health care Health care Other
2 Female At home Teacher Course
3 Male Teacher Health care Reputation
4 Female At home Other Home
5 Male Teacher Other Reputation
6 Female At home Civil services Home
Note: Couplings (i.e., between-attribute dissimilarity) for each student.

Much less research, theories, and tools are available for handling nominal data in comparison
with numerical data. Unlabeled nominal data analysis needs to quantify the similarity (or distance)
between objects described by nominal attributes. Numerical distance measures such as the Euclidean
distance cannot be applied to such data, and the existing similarity and measures for categorical
data also cannot effectively represent the attribute coupling relationships in nominal data. This is
the reason that nominal data cannot be handled by numerical data-oriented similarity measures and
computing methods. In general, the distance measures for nominal data can be categorized into two:
one is to design specific Nominal Distance Measures called NDM for nominal data, and the other
is to convert nominal data to numeric and then apply the Euclidean Distance Metric (EDM). There
are different NDM measures designed to measure the dissimilarity between two values of an attribute,
e.g., the basic Hamming distance (HAM_NDM) [4], the distance metric based on rough membership
function (RMF_NDM) [5], the HongJia’s distance metric (HJM_NDM) [6], and the coupled distance
metric (CMS_NDM) [7]. However, NDM is typically incorporated into a special nominal clustering
algorithm, e.g., K-modes [8], and thus the use of NDM is often restricted. EDM measures require
the nominal-to-numeric data conversion, with usual transformation methods such as based on the
dummy variables (DV_EDM) [9], related to the inverse document frequency (IDF_EDM) [10], and
by modeling hierarchical value couplings (CDE_EDM) [11]. Nevertheless, there are few methods to
transform nominal data to numeric for applying EDM, and the transformation has to capture the
underlying data characteristics in nominal data that are different from that of numeric data.

This paper proposes a novel and effective distance called the Multi-attribute Couplings-based
Distances (MCD) to learn the distance between nominal objects by involving the multi-dimensional
couplings between many attributes. There are three features in MCD. First, MCD captures multi-
attribute couplings, i.e., the interactions between two nominal attributes, three nominal attributes,
four nominal attributes, etc. Second, MCD quantifies the essential characteristics of attribute values
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in both the raw data set and newly constructed data set based on multi-attribute couplings by the self-
information and the related attribute entropy. Lastly, MCD measures the strengths of multi-attribute
couplings in terms of the value’s essential characteristics in raw and newly constructed data sets and
normalizes the strengths to build the distance metric for nominal data. Taking Table 1 as an example,
RMF _NDM treats the value of attribute Fjob on the 3rd student utterly the same as that of the 4th
student because two values ‘health care’ and ‘other’ have the same frequency on all students in this
data set. HJM_NDM and CDE_EDM instead believe the 1st and 3rd students share strong similarity
since the values of two attributes Gender and Fjob for these two students are equivalent. CMS_NDM
considers that there may be possible relations between the two values (‘at home’ and ‘teacher’) of
attribute Mjob for the 4th and 5th students because two values (‘other’) of attribute Fjob for these
two students are identical. These distance measures capture attribute couplings that only can present
pairwise value-value relations either within an attribute or between two attributes, but they overlook
multi-dimensional attribute couplings (or multi-attribute couplings). MCD is distinct from them. It
can not only measure the similarity between the 2nd, 4th, and 6th students in terms of the pairwise
value relations between two general attributes Gender and Mjob but also disclose the difference
between the 2nd and 4th students and the 4th and 6th students in terms of the interactions between
three general attributes Gender, Mjob and Reason (i.e., three-attribute coupling). These interactions
form a new attribute {Gender, Mjob, Reason}, where the 2nd and 4th students share different new
values, i.e., {‘female’, ‘at home’, ‘course’} and {‘female’, ‘at home’, ‘home’} while the 4th and 6th
students share the same new value {‘female’, ‘at home’, ‘home’}. This example shows that MCD can
disclose deep multi-dimensional coupling relationships between attributes for deeper object similarity
measurement. Moreover, different from existing distance metrics which either take the NDM or the
EDM direction, MCD produces both NDM and EDM-oriented distance metrics, called MC_NDM
and MC_EDM. They can be individually incorporated into numerical or specific nominal clustering
methods, such as K-means and K-modes, hence, significantly improving the flexibility of nominal data
clustering, and many numeric clustering methods can be directly applied to nominal data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, this research briefly reviews the
existing distance measures for unlabeled nominal data. The preliminary explanations and definitions
are specified in Section 3, Section 4 introduces the multi-attribute couplings-based distance MCD, and
Section 5 shows the experimental results on 15 nominal data sets. Lastly, the conclusion is drawn in
Section 6.

2 Related Work

In this section, this paper reviews the distance measures for nominal data, covering those either
not involving value relations within and between attributes or building on the principle of coupling
learning. Coupling learning is a general learning framework to mainly obtain value relations and
attribute couplings and then build the similarity of objects [2]. Couplings generally refer to any
relationships and interactions between values and between attributes. Coupling learning has been
successfully applied to various learning tasks and data applications, such as similarity and metric
learning of categorical [12], numerical [13], and mixed data [14]; outlier detection for high-dimensional,
redundant, and noisy data [15]; document analysis [16]; high-dimensional financial data analysis [17];
and individual and group behavior analysis [18].

Here, this paper focuses on coupling-based distance learning and categorizes the related work into
four classes. The first class includes distance measures without considering any value and attribute
relations. DV_EDM and IDF_EDM fall into this class. DV_EDM [9] converts a nominal value to
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an integer number and treats a nominal attribute value as a dummy variable with a truth value
represented by 0 or 1. IDF_EDM originated from the inverse document frequency (IDF) applied
to word counting in documents for tasks such as information extraction, text categorization, and
topic modeling [10]. To make IDF applicable for nominal data, this paper can treat each nominal
attribute as a unique document collected in a corpus and consider each different value of an attribute
as a ‘term’, and then the IDF is calculated on the values of each attribute. IDF_EDM thus measures
value similarity w.r.t. the occurrence frequency of a value of a nominal attribute. The IDF can be
regarded as the attribute value self-information [19] in IDF_EDM. The second class refers to distance
measures by considering the relationships between two values from the same nominal attribute, i.e.,
intra-attribute value relations. HAM_NDM is the most commonly used representative of this class [4].
In HAM_NDM, the dissimilarity degree of two attribute values is set at 0 if two values are identical;
otherwise 1. HAM_NDM between two nominal objects equals the number of their mismatched
attribute values. Other similarity measures for nominal data similar to HAM_NDM are the Gower
similarity, Eskin similarity, and Goodall similarity [20]. RMF_NDM [5] also falls into this category,
which regards that two objects share an indistinguishable relation if they have the same value of a
nominal attribute. Based on this idea, RMF_NDM incorporates a rough membership function for
nominal data. The third class includes the distance measures that learn the relationships between
two nominal values of an attribute concerning or conditional on another attribute. Such distance
measures are Ahmad’s distance metric [21], the association-based distance metric [22], and the context-
based distance metric [23]. However, these neglect the dissimilarity between two values from the same
attribute, i.e., intra-attribute value relations. CMSNDM also addresses this issue by defining the intra-
attribute value similarity between two values of an attribute and measuring the similarity between
two values of an attribute w.r.t. all other attributes as the inter-attribute value similarity and then
integrating these two similarities into a decreasing function to form the CMS_NDM distance metric
[7]. CMS_NDM follows the idea of building attribute value dissimilarity by modeling intra- and inter-
attribute value relations as in [24,25]. The four class consists of distance measures that capture the
relationships between two nominal values separately from two different attributes. HJM_NDM [6]
and CDE_EDM [11] are representatives of this class. HJM_NDM captures the co-occurrence times
of two values from two different attributes selected by the mutual information. CDE_EDM involves
not only value relations but also value-cluster relations. CDE_EDM adds all values from all attributes
to a value set, constructs the value influence matrices with different value relation functions, and learns
the value clusters with different granularities according to the value influence matrices. It further learns
the relationships between value clusters and then produces the final value embedding matrices [11]. In
CDE_EDM, the value influence matrices are constructed mainly using the co-occurrence frequency
of two nominal values from two different attributes.

Unlike the above categories of distance measures, this work explores the multi-attribute couplings
and then constructs distance metrics for unlabeled nominal objects. The existing distance measures
involve pairwise value relations w.r.t. one to two attributes; however, our proposed MCD explicitly
captures the interactions between two to multiple attributes, reflecting multiple dimensional relation-
ships between attribute values in nominal data.

3 Preliminaries

To clearly describe multi-attribute couplings and differentiate them from the existing conceptual
systems for nominal data, before this research discusses the proposed multi-attribute couplings-based
distance metrics, this paper gives the definitions of a single-value nominal attribute, the multi-attribute
coupling and a multi-value nominal attribute.
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Definition 1. [Single-value nominal Attribute (SA)] If an attribute is nominal and there is only one
value of the nominal attribute for each data object, this attribute is called a single-value nominal attribute.

Definition 2. [Multi-attribute coupling] A multi-attribute coupling refers to an interaction between
multiple SA decomposed into two-attribute couplings where two SA are coupled with each other, three-
attribute couplings where three SA are coupled, ···, or (D−1)-attribute couplings for D-1 coupled SA. For
example, as shown in Table 2, there are six objects, i.e., o1 to o6, and four SA, i.e., a1 to a4, and only one
nominal value from each SA is assigned to an object. Two SA a1 and a2 in Table 2 may be coupled with
each other, forming two-attribute couplings, i.e., C1 = C(a1, a2) is a two-attribute coupling between
two SA a1 and a2 w.r.t. the attribute interaction function C also regarded as the coupling function.
Similarly, other different two-attribute couplings are obtained such as C2 and C3, and three-attribute
coupling C4 for the coupling: C4 = C(a1, a2, a4) between three SA a1, a2 and a4. Table 3 illustrates the
multi-attribute couplings.

Table 2: An example of raw X

U
O a1 a2 a3 a4

o1 l1 c1 g1 b4

o2 l2 c2 g2 b2

o3 l2 c3 g1 b3

o4 l4 c3 g1 b1

o5 l4 c3 g2 b1

o6 l3 c2 g2 b1

Table 3: An example of multi-attribute-coupled nominal data set Ẍ built on Table 2

C1 C(a1, a2) C2 C(a1, a4) C3 C(a2, a3) C4 C(a1, a2, a4)

Ü

O A1 {a1, a2} A2 {a1, a4} A3 {a2, a3} A4 { a1, a2, a4}
o1 {l1, c1} {l1, b1} {c1, g1} {l1, c1, b4}
o2 {l2, c2} {l2, b2} {c2, g2} {l2, c2, b2}
o3 {l2, c3} {l2, b3} {c3, g1} {l2, c3, b3}
o4 {l4, c3} {l4, b1} {c3, g1} {l4, c3, b1}
o5 {l4, c3} {l4, b1} {c3, g2} {l4, c3, b1}
o6 {l3, c2} {l3, b1} {c2, g2} {l3, c2, b1}

Definition 3. [Multi-value nominal Attribute (MA)] A multi-attribute coupling connects multiple
values from the respective SA. A simple way of forming a multi-attribute coupling is to combine the
values of the respective SA on each object, and the resultant value combination forms a new attribute. This
new attribute is called a multi-value nominal attribute. Subsequently, 2-value nominal attributes, 3-value
attributes and (D−1)-value attributes are obtained. For example, in Table 3, built on Table 2, because
of the interactions between two SA, two-attribute couplings C1, C2 and C3 lead to the combinations
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of two SA values and then form three new MA respectively, i.e., 2-value attributes A1, A2 and A3.
Similarly, according to three-attribute coupling C4, a new MA is obtained, i.e., 3-value attribute A4.
At last, in Table 3, the values of each object are updated in terms of these newly generated 2 to 3-value
attributes, e.g., the value of A4 on object o5 is {l4, c3, b1}.

With the above essential concepts, let us further formalize the notations used in this work. Assume
a nominal data set X consists of N objects O, O = {o1, o2, ..., oN} and a set U of D SA, i.e., U = {a1,
a2, ..., aD}, and vn

d is the value of SA ad for the object on. X is a raw data set and can be expressed as
a basic information table, such as Table 2. By exploring the multi-attribute couplings, the data set X
is converted to a multi-attribute-coupled representation, i.e., a new multi-attribute-coupled data set
Ẍ . where each data object on is represented in terms of a MA set Ü , Ü = {A1, A2, . . . , AM}, and each
Am newly derived MA corresponds to a multi-attribute coupling Cm. In this new representation Ẍ , V n

m

refers to the value of Am newly derived MA for object on, which is a result of a multi-attribute coupling
Cm for the object on. Similarly, this Ẍ can be expressed as a multi-attribute-coupled information table,
such as Table 3. Here, n ∈{1, 2, . . . , N}, d ∈{1, 2, . . . , D} and m ∈{1, 2, . . . , M}.

For example, Table 2 is the raw nominal data set consisting of six objects and four SA, where v5
4 = b1

corresponding to the value b1 for object o5 on SA a4; Table 3 is a multi-attribute-coupled representation
derived from Table 2 and consists of 2-value attributes {a1, a2}, {a1, a4} and {a2, a3} and 3-value attribute
{a1, a2, a4}, and V 5

4 = {l4, c3, b1} is the new value of the A4 = {a1, a2, a4} newly derived MA for object
o5. By comparing the values v5

4 in the raw data set and the new value V 5
4 in the new representation on

object o5, Table 3 captures multi-attribute couplings hidden in Table 2.

4 Multi-Attribute-Coupled Distances

This section introduces the algorithm and its working process and constituents for calculating
the numerical and nominal multi-attribute couplings-based distances (MCD) between two nominal
objects according to multi-attribute couplings.

4.1 The MCD Metric

For two objects oi and oj in the derived multi-attribute-coupled representation (i.e., new Ẍ ) from
the raw data set X , our goal is to design distance metrics that can capture the various multi-attribute
couplings. Two MCD metrics are defined below on the nominal data set Ẍ :

E
(
oi, oj

) =
∥∥∥→

ei − →
ej

∥∥∥
2

(1)

and

S(oi, oj) =
∑M

m=1
|�̂(Cm, i) − �̂(Cm, j)| (2)

where �ei and �ej are two numerical vectors for oi and oj respectively, �ei is formed by concatenating
all strength Ψ̂(Cm, i) on all M multi-attribute couplings, and �ej is built on concatenating all Ψ̂(Cm, j)
(i, j ∈{1, 2, ..., N} and m = 1, 2, ..., M). Ψ̂(·) is defined in Eq. (9), referring to the normalized strength
of a multi-attribute coupling for one object in data set Ẍ . || · ||2 is the L2 norm and | · | is the operator
for obtaining the absolute value.

Subsequently, two MCD metrics defined in Eqs. (1) and (2) refer to a Euclidean distance and a
specific nominal distance for nominal data, denoted as MC_EDM and MC_NDM for the consistency
and comparison with other related work respectively. MC_EDM and MC_NDM are wanted to enable
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specific nominal clustering algorithms and numerical clustering algorithms to be respectively applied
to the derived data set Ẍ directly.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the working process of calculating the multi-attribute couplings-based
distances from both nominal and numerical perspectives. It works as follows. First, the raw nominal
data set X (such as in Table 2) is converted to a multi-attribute-coupled data set Ẍ with two to multiple
SA coupled as compound attributes of the new Ẍ (as shown in the information Table 3). Second, the
algorithm quantifies essential characteristics of both the SA values in the raw data set and the MA
values in the new data set regarding self-information and entropy. Further, the strengths of each multi-
attribute coupling for each object are calculated and normalized to measure multi-attribute couplings.
Lastly, the numerical and nominal distances between any two objects are calculated.

Algorithm 1: The MCD Algorithm
Input: A raw nominal data set X with D SA, and any two objects oi and oj of the N objects in X .
Output: Numerical distance E(oi, oj) and nominal distance S(oi, oj)
1: Converting to multi-attribute-coupled data set: transform the raw nominal data set X into the new
multi-attribute-coupled data set Ẍ , which consists of M new MA generated by Algorithm 2. Each MA
is formed according to multiple coupled SA, and each MA value in Ẍ corresponds to a combination
of multiple SA values.
2: Quantifying essential characteristics of attribute values: for all SA values in data X and MA values
in data Ẍ , quantify their value characteristics by calculating Φ(vn

d) and Φ(vn
m) per Eqs. (6) and (7) for

object on on SA ad in X and MA Am in Ẍ respectively, where n ∈{1, 2, . . . , N}, d ∈{1, 2, . . . , D} and
m ∈{1, 2, . . . , M}.
3: Measuring multi-attribute couplings: in Ẍ , measure multi-attribute coupling Cm by computing the
strength Ψ(Cm, i) of multi-attribute coupling Cm for each object on per Eq. (8), and then the algorithm
normalizes each strength Ψ(Cm, n) per Eq. (9) to obtain the normalized strength Ψ̂(Cm, n). Here n =
1, 2, ..., N and m = 1, 2, ..., M.
4: Computing numerical and nominal distances: calculate the numerical distance E(oi, oj) and the
nominal distance S(oi, oj) per Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

4.2 Converting to Multi-Attribute-Coupled Data set

In Algorithm 1, the first step is to convert the raw data set X to a multi-attribute-coupled data
set Ẍ . Ẍ is generated through two procedures: one is to generate M new MA with each of them
corresponding to a coupling between SA in the data set X , the other is to assign the MA values to
each nominal object.

The first procedure uses Algorithm 2 to produce M new MA, where each new MA represents a
coupling between two or multiple SA in the raw data set X . Step 5 is the key of Algorithm 2. In the
raw data set X , Step 5 employs a feature selection method (any feature selection method appropriate
for nominal attributes) to select t SA. In our work, the feature selection based on the Normalized
mutual Information Rank (NIR) is conducted. The normalized mutual information [26] is calculated
between aσ (σ ∈{1, 2, . . . , N}) and other attributes in U\{aσ } (i.e., the set of SA except attribute aσ ), and
then the algorithm chooses t SAs corresponding to the top t highest normalized mutual information.
Furthermore, while our work focuses on unlabeled nominal data, Step 5 is also customized for labeled
nominal data. For example, a minimal Redundancy-Maximal Relevance (RMR) feature selection
method [27,28] can choose features with minimal redundancy and maximal joint relevance to the class
labels for classification. In the unlabeled case, the algorithm can also use RMR in Step 5 by substituting
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class labels with SA aσ to find t SA distinct from aσ and have minimal redundancy and maximal
joint relevance to aσ . In practice, an incremental search method can find the near-optimal single-value
nominal attributes selected by the RMR. Algorithm 2 generates two kinds of MA w.r.t. entropy. In one
case, if a MA has N different values on N objects, MA values follow a discrete uniform distribution,
and the entropy of this MA is maximum. In another case, when a MA has one unique value, its entropy
is minimum, i.e., 0. These two cases challenge the quantification of the basic characteristics of attribute
values for MCD to be grounded on the self-information and attribute entropy mentioned, such as
incurring completely identical basic characteristics of all values and zero in the denominator in Eq. (7).
To avoid these two cases, in Algorithm 2, Step 12 remove such MA from Ü . In addition, the parameter
q controls the number of MA and the number of SA coupled in a derived MA, i.e., any derived MA
can be composed of q SA at most. For example, in Table 3, when q = 2, A1 = {a1, a2}, A2 = {a1, a4}
and A3 = {a2, a3}; when q = 3, the same A1, A2 and A3 are obtained, but A4 = {a1, a2, a4}. Steps 7–9
avoid to repeat MA in Ü . For special cases, when D = 2 or D = 1, q = 1 is set and then treat the
whole U in X as a new MA in Ẍ . The second procedure is to assign new MA values to each object.
As shown in Definition 2 and Definition 3, a multi-attribute coupling results in a MA derived from
multiple original SA. Accordingly, each object receives a set of values corresponding to the individual
SA in each newly derived MA. For an object on, one of its newly derived MA Am is composed of two
original SA aσ and aη, i.e., Am = {aσ , aη}. The values of aσ and aη on object on are vn

σ
and vn

η
, then the

value of Am is V n
θ
, i.e., V n

θ
= {vn

σ
, vn

η
}. For example, in Table 3, A4 = {a1, a2, a4}, v5

1 = l4, v5
2 = c3 and v5

4 =
b1, and thus, V 5

4 = {v5
1, v5

2, v5
4} = {l4, c3, b1}.

Algorithm 2: The generation of M MA
Input: The raw nominal data X and an integer parameter q (2 ≤ q ≤ D−1).
Output: A new MA set Ü .
1: Let θ = 0 and Ü = ∅.
2: for t = 1 to q −1do
3: for σ= 1 to D do
4: Set Aθ = ∅.
5: For aσ , employ one feature selection method to find t SA from the set difference U\{aσ }.
6: Add aσ and t found SA to Aθ .
7: if Aθ /∈ Ü , then
8: Regard Aθ as a MA, and add Aθ to Ü .
9: end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: Remove some MA from Ü , each of which has N distinct values or one unique value within this MA.
13: Let M be the number of MA in Ü .

After the two procedures above, the algorithm can obtain a new multi-attribute-coupled data set
Ẍ (i.e., a new data set) with M MA to describe all nominal objects. Each MA Am and its values were
composed of multiple coupled SA and their value combination respectively. Accordingly, in the new
data setẌ , each object is described by M multi-attribute couplings Cm.

In Ẍ , for each object, the number of the captured multi-attribute couplings is dominated by the
parameter q in Algorithm 2. Since the more significant q can produce the larger M, the number of
the captured multi-attribute couplings related to one object grows with the increase of q. For example,
for the raw data set X in Table 2, when q = 2, the newly derived data set Ẍ has six objects, each
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corresponding to 3 two-attribute couplings, i.e., C1, C2 and C3. However, when q = 3, as shown in
Tables 3, 4 multi-attribute couplings, i.e., C1, C2, C3 and C4, are allocated to each object in Ẍ . M
generally satisfies 1 ≤ M ≤ (q−1)·D.

Table 4: Fifteen data sets used in experiments for data clustering

Data sets Objects (N) Attributes (D) Classes

Promoter 106 57 2
Lymphography 148 18 4
Teaching 151 5 3
Hayes 160 3 3
SPECT 267 22 2
Mofn3710 300 10 2
Haberman 306 3 2
Solar 1 323 10 3
Liver 345 6 2
Japanese 690 15 2
German 1000 20 2
Solar 2 1066 10 8
Contraceptive 1473 9 3
ChessKRKP 3196 36 2
ChessKRK 28056 6 18

Existing distance metrics (e.g., HJM_NDM and CMS_NDM) do not consider the couplings
between more than two SA, and these captured attribute couplings only reflect the relationships
between two values in one same SA or two different SA. Unlike these distance metrics, our proposed
MCD is based on the couplings between two to multiple SA. A multi-attribute coupling captured by
MCD can describe the relationships between q̃ values in corresponding different q̃ SA, and here, 2 ≤
q̃ ≤ q. For example, according to X in Table 2, when q = 2, the captured two-attribute couplings form
three 2-value attributes A1, A2 and A3 in Table 3, and thus the object o1 in the derived multi-attribute-
coupled data set Ẍ of Table 3 is only relevant to the combinations of pairwise SA values, that is {l1,
c1}, {l1, b4} and {c1, g1}. When q = 3, four captured two- and three-attribute couplings form MA A1,
A2, A3 and A4, and thus four MA values {l1, c1}, {l1, b4}, {c1, g1} and {l1, c1, b4} are assigned to object o1

in Ẍ , corresponding to 2- and 3-value combinations of the constituent SA values respectively.

4.3 Quantifying The Characteristics of Attribute Values

Before measuring the multi-attribute couplings, the algorithm need to capture the basic charac-
teristics of MA and SA values, which can reveal the multi-attribute coupling information hidden in
nominal objects. Similar to IDF_NDM, MCD also uses self-information as a quantitative measure of
the intrinsic characteristics of each nominal attribute value. Assume h is a value of attribute p in any
one nominal data set with N objects. The self-information of value t can be computed by

φ(h) = −log(ϕ(h)) (3)
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where the default base of the logarithm is two and ϕ(h) is the occurrence or co-occurrence frequency of
h in attribute p. More generally, for the raw data set X and its multi-attribute-coupled representation
Ẍ , the self-information φ(vn

d) of the SA value vn
d of the object on in X is

φ(vn
d) = −log(ϕ(vn

d)) (4)

and the self-information φ(V n
m) of the MA value V n

m of the object on in Ẍ is

φ(vn
m) = −log(ϕ(vn

m)) (5)

Here, ϕ(vn
d) and ϕ(V n

m) are the occurrence frequency of SA value vn
d and MA value V n

m for all the
objects respectively, and ϕ(V n

m) is also regarded as the co-occurrence frequency of multiple SA values
coupled in newly derived MA value V n

m for all the objects.

However, although the value self-information presents the number of intrinsic characteristics of a
value, an attribute value can only express objects based on one specific aspect; in contrast, the attribute
(with all values) can describe objects from multiple aspects of characteristics. Therefore, this paper
combines the entropy ψ(p) of one nominal attribute p with the self-information φ(h) of one value h
in p as the attribute value’s essential characteristic, i.e., Φ(h). Φ(h) can reveal more information about
attribute value h than φ(h) because the attribute’s entropy ψ(p) portrays the global characteristic of
attribute p.

Definition 4. [A SA value’s essential characteristic] Given a SA ad and its value vn
d on any object on,

Φ(vn
d) is the essential characteristic of this value, which can be defined as:

	(vn
d) = φ(vn

d)

ψ(ad)
(6)

where φ(vn
d) is the self-information of value vn

d, ψ(ad) is the entropy of SA ad, n ∈{1, 2, . . . , N} and
d ∈{1, 2, . . . , D}.

Definition 5. [A MA value’s essential characteristic] Given a MA Am and its value V n
m on any object

on, Φ(V n
m) is the essential characteristic of this value, which can be defined as:

	(vn
m) = φ

(
V n

m

)
ψ (Am)

(7)

where φ(V n
m) is the self-information of value V n

m, ψ(Am) is the entropy of MA Am, n ∈{1, 2, . . . , N}
and m ∈{1, 2, . . . , M}.

For example, for SA value v1
2 (v1

2 = c1) in Table 2, φ(v1
2) = 2.5850, ψ(a2) = 1.4591 and Φ(v1

2) =
1.7716 are computed. While for the newly derived MA value V 5

4 (V 5
4 = {l4, c3, b1}) in Table 3, φ(V 5

4 ) =
1.5850, ψ(A4) = 2.2516 and Φ(V 5

4 ) = 0.7039. Furthermore, in Definition 5, for Ẍ , ψ(Am) �= 0 because
Step 12 of Algorithm 2 removes multi-value attribute Am, the entropy of which is equal to 0. However,
in Definition 4, for the raw data set X , ψ(ad) may be 0. If this is the case, let Φ(vn

d) = 1/N.

4.4 Measuring Multi-Attribute Couplings

The multi-attribute-coupled data representation determines what multi-attribute couplings are
embedded for objects in the raw data set. Thus, the strength of a multi-attribute coupling is determined
by the strength of this coupling for each object. Moreover, a multi-attribute coupling determines an
interaction of multiple SA, reflects the relationships between multiple coupled SA values in respective
different SA, and further forms a new MA and the values of this MA. Consequently, according to
the essential characteristics of SA and MA values, this paper defines the strength of a multi-attribute
coupling for one object as follows.
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Definition 6. [The strength of a multi-attribute coupling for one object] Given a raw nominal data set
X, a multi-attribute-coupled data set Ẍ that is a constructed data set and converted from X, and a value
V n

m of MA Am on object on in Ẍ , the strength of multi-attribute coupling Cm for object on is Ψ(Cm, n),
which is defined as:

�(Cm, n) = 	(vn
d)

∏
∀vn

m∈Vn
m

	(vn
d) (8)

where n ∈{1, 2, . . . , N} and m ∈{1, 2, . . . , M}, vn
dis the value of SA ad on object on in the raw X

(d =1, 2, . . . , D) and V n
m is the combination of multiple SA values.

Moreover, the obtained strengths should be normalized to cope with different scales of distance
metrics. A normalized strength of a multi-attribute coupling Cm for one object on is given as follows:

�̂(Cm, n) = �(Cm, n)

ω(Cm)
(9)

where Ψ(Cm, n) can be calculated per Eq. (8) and ω(Cm) is the sum of all the different strengths of
multi-attribute couplings Cm for all objects.

For example, A4 = {a1,a2,a4} and V 5
4 = {l4, c3, b1} in Table 3. To calculate the normalized strength

of three-attribute coupling C4 for object o5, the algorithm can respectively obtain SA and MA value’s
essential characteristics Φ(v5

1) = Φ(l4) = 0.8262, Φ(v5
2) = Φ(c3) = 0.6853, Φ(v5

4) = Φ(b1) = 0.5579 and
Φ(V 5

4 ) = 0.7039 (Φ(V 5
4 ) = Φ({l4, c3, b1})) per Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), and further, Ψ(C4, 5) = 0.2224 is

obtained per Eq. (8). Since there are five different strengths of multi-attribute coupling C4 for all six
objects, i.e., Ψ(C4,1), Ψ(C4,2), Ψ(C4,3), Ψ(C4,5) (Ψ(C4,4) = Ψ(C4,5)) and Ψ(C4,6), finally, the sum
ω(C4) = Ψ(C4,1)+Ψ(C4,2) + Ψ(C4,3) + Ψ(C4,5) + Ψ(C4,6) = 7.5355 and the normalized strength
Ψ̂(C4,5) = 0.0295 are calculated per Eq. (9).

5 Experiments

In this section, this paper evaluates the proposed MCD distance metrics on 15 numerical and
nominal data sets, compares MCD with directly relevant baselines, and analyzes the performance
of MCD.

5.1 Data Sets

15 UCI data sets [29] were used in our experiments: Promoter Gene Sequences (Promoter for
short), Lymphography Data (Lymphography), Teaching Assistant Evaluation (Teaching), Hayes-
Roth (Hayes), SPECT Heart Data Set (SPECT), Mofn-3-7-10(Mofn3710), Haberman’s Survival
Data (Haberman), Solar Flare Data1 (Solar 1), Liver Disorders (Liver), Japanese Credit Screening
(Japanese), German Credit Data (German), Solar Flare Data2 (Solar 2), Contraceptive Method
Choice (Contraceptive), Chess (King-Rook vs. King-Pawn) (ChessKRKP), and Chess (King-Rook
vs. King) (ChessKRK). For data sets with numerical attributes, this paper discretizes and converts
their numerical attributes to nominal ones. Table 4 summarizes the main data factors.

5.2 Baseline Distances for Clustering

MCD is evaluated w.r.t. the following aspects: (1) The comparison with seven state-of-the-art
distance measures: DV_EDM, HAM_NDM, IDF_EDM, CDE_EDM, RMF_NDM, HJM_NDM
and CMS_NDM, which are chosen as distance baselines. (2) The flexibility of MCD as both numerical
and nominal distances: as shown in Algorithm1, MCD can serve as both Euclidean (EDM) and
nominal (NDM) distance metrics for nominal data clustering per Eqs. (1) and (2), resulting in two
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distance metrics MC_EDM and MC_NDM. (3) The influence of feature selection on multi-attribute
couplings: MCD requires feature selection to filter less relevant multi-attribute couplings, and this
paper applies two filtering methods, NIR and RMR, in Step 5 of Algorithm 2, further resulting
in the following four MCD distance metrics: MC_EDM-NIR, MC_EDM-RMR, MC_NDM-NIR,
and MC_NDM-RMR. In addition, this paper evaluates the MCD applicability to clustering. As
our purpose is not to design a novel robust clustering algorithm, but to test the performance of
the proposed distance metrics to enable better clustering for both numerical and nominal data, this
research incorporates MCD distances into two kinds of clustering methods, i.e., unique nominal
clustering methods and numerical clustering methods. The number of the former is minimal, and
thus, the most popular K-modes [8] are chosen and incorporated with every NDM-type distance to
cluster nominal data set. For the latter, the most classic method, i.e., K-means [30,31], is chosen and
incorporated with every EDM-type distance to cluster the transformed numerical data set.

The distance measures are suitable for the nominal data set, incorporated into K-modes, and
compared in the following experiments: HAM_NDM, RMF_NDM, HJM_NDM, CMS_NDM,
the proposed MC_NDM-NIR, and MC_NDM-RMR. In the contrast, the distance measures are
Euclidean compatible, incorporated into K-means, and compared in the experiments as follows:
DV_EDM, IDF_EDM, CDE_EDM, the proposed MC_EDM-NIR, and MC_EDM-RMR

5.3 Evaluation Methods and Parameter Settings

First, for a fair comparison between all distance measures, the cluster number is set as the number
of classes in each data set. Two commonly used evaluation criteria for clustering are taken here: F-score
and the normalized mutual information (NMI) [26]. The reported results of the F-score and NMI are
averaged on 100 independent runs on each data set. The larger values of the F-score and NMI indicate
better clustering performance.

Second, some baseline metrics require parameters such as HJM_NDM, CMS_NDM, and
CDE_EDM. CDE_EDM is insensitive to parameters [32], and this paper takes the best parameters
recommended by their authors of HJM_NDM and CMS_NDM in [6] and [7] respectively. MCD
involves one parameter q which is an integer number and can be chosen by satisfying the condition
2 ≤ q ≤ D−1, where D is the number of the original SA in each nominal data set.

5.4 Influence of The Number of Multi-Attribute Couplings

In converting a raw data set to a multi-attribute-coupled data set for calculating MCD, the number
of MA is restricted by the parameter q in terms of Algorithm 2. Since a captured multi-attribute
coupling can produce a MA, the parameter q is also used to regulate the number of multi-attribute
couplings, and generally, the number of multi-attribute couplings grows with the increase of q. The 15
experimental data sets have different numbers of SA, i.e., D is different for each data set. To better
present the influence of q (2 ≤ q ≤ D − 1), let q = �β(D − 1)	(β = {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}) in MCD. If
�β(D − 1)	 < 2, q = 2 is set here. In this way, obviously, the bigger β can lead to the more extensive
q, which can involve more multi-attribute couplings. Multi-attribute couplings serve as the kernel
stone of our proposed MCD and reflect the relationships between the values in respective multiple
SA. More multi-attribute couplings can bring about more relations in MCD. Below, experiments
show the influence of the number of multi-attribute couplings on the clustering performance when
incorporating MCD into a clustering algorithm.

Fig. 1 depicts that more multi-attribute couplings can enhance the clustering performance of
MCD. The F-score results obtained by MC_NDM-NIR and MC_NDM-RMR in K-modes clustering
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w.r.t. different values of β are respectively given on 15 data sets. Fig. 1 shows that the F-score results of
both MC_NDM-NIR and MC_NDM-RMR on 13 of all 15 data sets keep growing when the value of β

increases. Fig. 1 also presents that the results of the F-score of both MC_EDM-NIR and MC_EDM-
RMR in K-means clustering on 11 of all 15 data sets grow with the increase of β. The F-score on
Hayes and Haberman remains unchanged because these data sets only have three original SA, i.e.,
D = 3. Hence q is permanently fixed to 2.

Figure 1: F-score based on distances MC_NDM-RMR and MC_NDM-NIR with different param-
eters in K-modes clustering, and F-score based on distances MC_EDM-RMR and MC_EDM-NIR
with different parameters in K-means clustering

5.5 Comparison of Different Distances-Driven Clustering Performance

Here, this paper compares the clustering performance in terms of the baseline distances and the
multi-attribute coupling-driven MCD for clustering. This paper sets q = D−1 and then applies this q
to MCD for experiments. The averaged F-score and NMI values, as well as their standard deviations
(values in parentheses) on 15 data sets, are reported in Tables 5–8, respectively. The better clustering
performance is marked in boldface, and the overall performance is noted in italic in the bottom row
w.r.t. the mean value.
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Table 5: Comparison of F-score on 15 data sets in K-modes clustering

Data sets HAM_NDM RMF_NDM HJM_NDM CMS_NDM MCD

MC_NDM-
NIR

MC_NDM-
RMR

Promoter 0.5327 (0.04) 0.5080 (0.03) 0.5412 (0.07) 0.5390 (0.05) 0.7780 (0.06) 0.7538 (0.07)
Lymphography 0.4103 (0.03) 0.3807 (0.03) 0.4242 (0.04) 0.4142 (0.03) 0.5183 (0.06) 0.5308 (0.07)
Teaching 0.4217 (0.02) 0.4013 (0.03) 0.4067 (0.03) 0.3606 (0.02) 0.4428 (0.01) 0.4576 (0.01)
Hayes 0.3782 (0.03) 0.3756 (0.04) 0.3583 (0.02) 0.3828 (0.05) 0.5132 (0.08) 0.4510 (0.06)
SPECT 0.6003 (0.01) 0.5983 (0.04) 0.5952 (0.01) 0.6033 (0.02) 0.7851 (0.04) 0.7741 (0.05)
Mofn3710 0.5909 (0.02) 0.5873 (0.02) 0.5801 (0.01) 0.5801 (0.01) 0.6130 (0.04) 0.6151 (0.03)
Haberman 0.6446 (0.04) 0.6331 (0.05) 0.6428 (0.03) 0.5980 (0.05) 0.6236 (0.06) 0.6528 (0.06)
Solar 1 0.5070 (0.04) 0.4779 (0.01) 0.5506 (0.08) 0.5060 (0.05) 0.7014 (0.08) 0.6578 (0.10)
Liver 0.5514 (0.03) 0.5301 (0.02) 0.5487 (0.01) 0.5517 (0.02) 0.5647 (0.03) 0.5615 (0.02)
Japanese 0.6655 (0.06) 0.6387 (0.05) 0.6416 (0.08) 0.6847 (0.07) 0.6618 (0.02) 0.6661 (0.01)
German 0.5607 (0.03) 0.5411 (0.01) 0.5662 (0.04) 0.5590 (0.03) 0.6739 (0.04) 0.6676 (0.05)
Solar 2 0.2799 (0.03) 0.2528 (0.02) 0.2697 (0.03) 0.2699 (0.03) 0.3162 (0.06) 0.3224 (0.05)
Contraceptive 0.3870 (0.02) 0.3642 (0.01) 0.3952 (0.02) 0.3765 (0.01) 0.4074 (0.03) 0.4182 (0.03)
ChessKRKP 0.5354 (0.03) 0.5109 (0.01) 0.5336 (0.02) 0.5371 (0.02) 0.6073 (0.03) 0.6034 (0.03)
ChessKRK 0.1040 (0.00) 0.0884 (0.00) 0.1206 (0.01) 0.1023 (0.00) 0.1252 (0.01) 0.1230 (0.01)
Mean 0.4774 0.4592 0.4783 0.4710 0.5555 0.5503

Table 6: Comparison of NMI on 15 data sets in K-modes clustering

Data sets HAM_NDM RMF_NDM HJM_NDM CMS_NDM MCD

MC_NDM-
NIR

MC_NDM-
RMR

Promoter 0.0426 (0.06) 0.0243 (0.04) 0.0744 (0.10) 0.0651 (0.08) 0.4832 (0.09) 0.4699 (0.11)
Lymphography 0.1461 (0.04) 0.1167 (0.04) 0.1593 (0.04) 0.1479 (0.05) 0.1216 (0.02) 0.1287 (0.03)
Teaching 0.0461 (0.02) 0.0319 (0.02) 0.0508 (0.02) 0.0344 (0.02) 0.0694 (0.01) 0.0612 (0.02)
Hayes 0.0305 (0.04) 0.0415 (0.06) 0.0189 (0.03) 0.0586 (0.07) 0.2877 (0.12) 0.1897 (0.07)
SPECT 0.0831 (0.03) 0.0857 (0.04) 0.0779 (0.03) 0.0855 (0.03) 0.0112 (0.01) 0.0190 (0.03)
Mofn3710 0.0182 (0.02) 0.0199 (0.02) 0.0204 (0.02) 0.0195 (0.03) 0.0067 (0.01) 0.0098 (0.01)
Haberman 0.0265 (0.03) 0.0211 (0.03) 0.0281 (0.04) 0.0119 (0.02) 0.0158 (0.02) 0.0490 (0.03)
Solar 1 0.0236 (0.01) 0.0232 (0.01) 0.0213 (0.01) 0.0231 (0.01) 0.0308 (0.01) 0.0255 (0.01)
Liver 0.0198 (0.02) 0.0205 (0.02) 0.0185 (0.01) 0.0201 (0.02) 0.0262 (0.01) 0.0272 (0.01)
Japanese 0.2451 (0.10) 0.2090 (0.08) 0.1843 (0.15) 0.2674 (0.13) 0.1808 (0.09) 0.2214 (0.05)
German 0.0090 (0.01) 0.0080 (0.01) 0.0105 (0.01) 0.0085 (0.01) 0.0176 (0.01) 0.0119 (0.01)
Solar 2 0.0570 (0.01) 0.0574 (0.00) 0.0471 (0.00) 0.0603 (0.01) 0.0615 (0.01) 0.0581 (0.01)
Contraceptive 0.0270 (0.01) 0.0250 (0.01) 0.0291 (0.01) 0.0304 (0.01) 0.0329 (0.01) 0.0450 (0.01)
ChessKRKP 0.0108 (0.01) 0.0064 (0.01) 0.0089 (0.02) 0.0100 (0.01) 0.0194 (0.02) 0.0168 (0.02)
ChessKRK 0.0652 (0.01) 0.0527 (0.01) 0.1082 (0.01) 0.0885 (0.01) 0.1192 (0.01) 0.1153 (0.01)
Mean 0.0567 0.0496 0.0572 0.0621 0.0989 0.0966
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Table 7: Comparison of F-score on 15 data sets in K-means clustering

Data sets DV_EDM IDF_EDM CDE_EDM MCD

MC_EDM-NIR MC_EDM-RMR

Promoter 0.5808 (0.08) 0.8378 (0.03) 0.6319 (0.10) 0.8380 (0.01) 0.8748 (0.00)
Lymphography 0.4386 (0.04) 0.5681 (0.06) 0.4431 (0.03) 0.5891 (0.04) 0.6037 (0.04)
Teaching 0.4113 (0.02) 0.3696 (0.02) 0.3856 (0.02) 0.4408 (0.01) 0.4578 (0.01)
Hayes 0.3864 (0.04) 0.5437 (0.06) 0.4227 (0.04) 0.5994 (0.01) 0.5917 (0.01)
SPECT 0.5871 (0.00) 0.6108 (0.02) 0.5859 (0.00) 0.7207 (0.05) 0.6868 (0.07)
Mofn3710 0.5879 (0.02) 0.5766 (0.00) 0.5831 (0.01) 0.6176 (0.08) 0.6580 (0.07)
Haberman 0.6264 (0.04) 0.6725 (0.03) 0.6545 (0.00) 0.7346 (0.00) 0.6938 (0.02)
Solar 1 0.5079 (0.03) 0.7411 (0.08) 0.5314 (0.04) 0.8351 (0.03) 0.8394 (0.03)
Liver 0.5457 (0.02) 0.5583 (0.05) 0.5468 (0.01) 0.5608 (0.01) 0.5602 (0.01)
Japanese 0.6125 (0.07) 0.5961 (0.04) 0.6581 (0.07) 0.6602 (0.01) 0.6612 (0.00)
German 0.5448 (0.01) 0.6135 (0.06) 0.5795 (0.03) 0.6950 (0.02) 0.6995 (0.02)
Solar 2 0.2683 (0.03) 0.4396 (0.09) 0.2940 (0.04) 0.5823 (0.08) 0.6227 (0.07)
Contraceptive 0.3667 (0.01) 0.4193 (0.03) 0.3745 (0.01) 0.4825 (0.01) 0.4787 (0.02)
ChessKRKP 0.5083 (0.02) 0.5883 (0.06) 0.5129 (0.02) 0.6251 (0.04) 0.6262 (0.04)
ChessKRK 0.1223 (0.01) 0.1163 (0.01) 0.1211 (0.01) 0.1257 (0.01) 0.1236 (0.01)

Mean 0.4730 0.5501 0.4883 0.6071 0.6119

First, Tables 5 and 6 show that two baselines, HJM_NDM and CMS_NDM, present better
mean F-score and NMI in all four baselines based on NDM, respectively. In particular, CMS_NDM
achieves the best F-score and NMI in comparison with MC_NDM-NIR, MC_NDM-RMR, and
other baselines on the data set Japanese. However, MC_NDM-NIR and MC_NDM-RMR not only
outperform the four baselines on the overall clustering performance but also work well on more data
sets. For example, the F-score of MC_NDM-NIR and MC_NDM-RMR is more significant than that
of the baselines on 13 and 14 data sets, respectively. In contrast, MC_NDM-NIR and MC_NDM-
RMR underperform the baselines w.r.t. NMI on only five data sets.

Second, as shown in Tables 7 and 8 although DV_EDM obtains the best NMI on the data set
SPECT, both their mean F-score and mean NMI is inferior to two homogeneous methods, IDF_EDM
and CDE_EDM. The mean values of MC_EDM-NIR and MC_EDM-RMR indicate that they are
more competent for nominal data clustering than the baselines. The F-score of both MC_EDM-NIR
and MC_EDM-RMR is much better than that of baselines on all data sets. Furthermore, except for
five data sets, the NMI of MC_EDM-NIR consistently outperforms that of the baselines on the other
10 data sets, and except for four data sets, the NMI of MC_EDM-RMR always beats that of the
baselines on 11 remaining data sets.

Last, this research finds that distinct feature selection methods taken in Algorithms 2 do not
reflect the significant differences in final clustering performance. When MC_NDM-NIR is compared
with MC_NDM-RMR, Tables 5 and 6 show that MC_NDM-NIR achieves the unsatisfactory F-score
and NMI on seven of all 15 data sets. When MC_EDM-NIR is compared with MC_EDM-RMR,
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Table 7 shows that MC_EDM-NIR achieves a very good F-score on 6 of all data sets, and in Table 8,
MC_EDM-NIR performs worse than MC_EDM-RMR on 10 of all data sets.

Table 8: Comparison of NMI on 15 data sets in K-means clustering

Data sets DV_EDM IDF_EDM CDE_EDM MCD

MC_EDM-NIR MC_EDM-RMR

Promoter 0.1331 (0.13) 0.5803 (0.07) 0.2178 (0.16) 0.6095 (0.02) 0.6699 (0.01)
Lymphography 0.2098 (0.05) 0.2474 (0.05) 0.2051 (0.04) 0.1334 (0.03) 0.1466 (0.05)
Teaching 0.0393 (0.01) 0.0468 (0.02) 0.0475 (0.02) 0.0557 (0.01) 0.0511 (0.01)
Hayes 0.0544 (0.06) 0.2531 (0.11) 0.1024 (0.05) 0.3468 (0.05) 0.3077 (0.05)
SPECT 0.1035 (0.02) 0.0951 (0.01) 0.0952 (0.01) 0.0512 (0.03) 0.0546 (0.03)
Mofn3710 0.0301 (0.03) 0.0036 (0.01) 0.0307 (0.03) 0.0240 (0.04) 0.0263 (0.04)
Haberman 0.0198 (0.02) 0.0372 (0.03) 0.0173 (0.00) 0.0005 (0.00) 0.0756 (0.02)
Solar 1 0.0231 (0.01) 0.0298 (0.01) 0.0332 (0.01) 0.0398 (0.02) 0.0345 (0.02)
Liver 0.0190 (0.01) 0.0171 (0.01) 0.0257 (0.02) 0.0289 (0.00) 0.0292 (0.00)
Japanese 0.1273 (0.14) 0.0121 (0.02) 0.2145 (0.13) 0.1362 (0.09) 0.1943 (0.06)
German 0.0080 (0.00) 0.0149 (0.01) 0.0118 (0.01) 0.0202 (0.01) 0.0175 (0.01)
Solar 2 0.0625 (0.00) 0.0526 (0.01) 0.0653 (0.00) 0.0655 (0.01) 0.0732 (0.01)
Contraceptive 0.0320 (0.01) 0.0235 (0.01) 0.0281 (0.00) 0.0409 (0.01) 0.0460 (0.01)
ChessKRKP 0.0046 (0.01) 0.0066 (0.01) 0.0072 (0.01) 0.0248 (0.02) 0.0286 (0.02)
ChessKRK 0.1188 (0.01) 0.1216 (0.00) 0.1152 (0.00) 0.1251 (0.00) 0.1228 (0.00)

Mean 0.0657 0.1028 0.0811 0.1135 0.1252

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Learning unlabeled nominal data is much more challenging than the numerical one due to the
more diversified characteristics embedded in nominal data. Recent years have seen increasing efforts
to design more effective distance measures for nominal data by capturing specific complexities, e.g.,
co-occurring frequency and attribute couplings. Existing work typically takes a pairwise approach to
model value relations and two-attribute couplings in nominal data and then measures the dissimilarity
between objects. This paper explores the couplings between two to multiple attributes in nominal
data and designs two multi-attribute couplings-based distance (MCD) metrics that (1) capture the
couplings between multiple attributes by converting a raw nominal data set to a new multi-attribute-
coupled data set, i.e., a multi-attribute-coupled representation; (2) quantify attribute value’s essential
characteristics by using the value self-information and attribute entropy; (3) measure multi-attribute
couplings and obtain their strengths for efficient computation; and (4) enable the applications of both
numerical and specific nominal clustering methods on nominal data. Our experiments on 15 data sets
compared to seven state-of-the-art distance measures and the MCD variants by embedding different
feature selection methods show that MCD delivers superior clustering performance for both numerical
and nominal clustering tasks. In the future, our research will work on optimizing the selection of
high-dimensional attribute couplings and designing new data structures and methods to calculate
the multi-attribute-coupled value similarity and object similarity on high-dimensional and large-scale
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data. Moreover, our works will be considered to be applied to other fields such as real physical systems
and quantum information processing.
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